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GS/AIGETOA/2019/31                                                                                                                        Dated 22.05.2019 
 
 
To, 
The Sr. General Manager (Establishment), 
BSNL Corporate Office, Janpath,  
New Delhi-110001 
 
Subject: Clearance of pending rule-8 transfer cases of JTOs of Karnataka, West Bengal, Himachal Pradesh 
and other Telecom Circles -Regarding.  
Reference: Letter No. GS/AIGETOA/2019/27 dated 06.05.2019 
 

 
 
Respected Sir,  
 

First, I would like to extend my deep profound thanks for your kind intervention and subsequent direction 
to Gujarat Circle to decide cases on merit which resulted in the settlement of forty nine (49) long awaited 
Rule-8 transfer cases of JTOs of the Circle. We are always of the opinion that genuine cases should be dealt 
effectively in the light of prevailing rules of BSNL to bring more motivation and devotion of employees 
towards growth and development of BSNL, instead of puzzling for their own smaller issues.  

 

Here, I would like to draw your kind attention towards similar problems faced in other circles, which can 
also be settled to a great extend if a holistic approach is adopted by the circles. Although the problem is 
faced by many circles, some circles specially apprised us the seriousness of problem in their circle that 
includes Karnataka, West Bengal and Himachal Pradesh. The approximate figures obtained from these 
circles are put up below for a ready look from your end.  
 

S. No. Name of the Telecom 

Circle 

NO’s of JTOs in waiting list 

transfer under Rule-8 

JTOs joined as  

GATE-JTO 

JTOs joined under  

LICE Promotion 

Total JTOs joined 

in last few years 

1. Karnataka 160 220 330 550 

2. Himachal Pradesh 70 31 200 231 

3. West Bengal 100 39 215 254 

 

As already shared our ethos in above referred letter, transfer and relieving of these JTOs under rule-8 from 
their parent Circle to the home Circle will boost their confidence and they will definitely perform more than 
existing towards the development of the department.  
 
 Therefore, in the light of above facts and discussion held with your good self, I once again request 
you to bestow your kind attention and take a call to resolve the issue on merit. These JTOs are suffering 
since long time and settlement of the issue will motivate them and higher output can be achieved, which 
will be ultimately useful for the company.  

 

                  With warm regards,  
                --Sd/-- 
 

                     [MD. WASI AHMAD] 
                  General Secretary (I/C) 

Copy to:                    AIGETOA, CHQ 
1. The Director (HR), BSNL Board for kind information pl. 
2. The GM(SR) BSNL CO, New Delhi for kind information pl. 


